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1912-191$ opportunity," was refused a second reading by a majority of
Age 69-60  26g to 221
The debate on that occasion (6th May, 1913) is worth recalling
since it provided Asquith with the opportunity of explaining the
grounds of his own opposition to Woman Suffrage. He gave them
a characteristically logical and formal expression, but no one who
heard him on this occasion or had ever talked to him on the subject
could doubt that these grounds were in reality sentimental* He
had a profound respect for the mind and intelligence of women,
and few men of his ability and attainments deferred more readily
to their judgment. But he considered politics to be peculiarly the
male sphere, and it offended his sense of decorum and chivalry to
think of them as engaged in the rough and tumble of this masculine
business and exposed to its publicity. He always vehemently
denied that the question had any relation to democratic theory
or that the exclusion of women from the franchise was any reflection
on their sex. As he put it to the House:
" Democracy * . * aims at the obliterations of arbitrary and artificial
distinctions* Democracy has no quarrel whatever with distinctions
which nature has created and which experience has sanctioned. If
I may put in one sentence what seems to me to bo the gist and core of
the real question the House has to answer to-night, it is this: Would
our political fabric be strengthened, would our leginlation b0 more
respected, would our social and domestic life bo enriched, would our
standards of manners—and in manners I include the old-fashioned
virtues of chivalry-^ courtesy, and all the reciprocal dependence and
reliance of the two sexes—would that standard Tb© raised and refined if
women wore politically enfranchised ? That is the real question the
House has to ask itself/'
His answer to this question was <f No/5 but not a final or dogmatic
No:—There were two conditions, he told the House, which, if
satisfied, might cause him to alter his opinions* One was that clear
proof should be shown " of a settled demand for the change by an
overwhelming majority of women " of which at the time he saw no
evidence ; and the other that it should be shown that<c the absence
of direct representation in the House of Commons had caused or
was causing a neglect by Parliament of the special interests and
needs of women "—of which again he saw no evidence. His final
wo&ds were«
" XI those two conditions are not satisfied, and I am quite sure they
are not satisfied here, my general argument remains and is unassailable*
never thought or said that if the Parliament of this country
ohoosa to enfranchise women, whether upon & small or upon &

